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Madness and Civilization - Michel Foucault
2013-01-30
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Michel Foucault examines the archeology of
madness in the West from 1500 to 1800 - from
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the late Middle Ages, when insanity was still
considered part of everyday life and fools and
lunatics walked the streets freely, to the time
when such people began to be considered a
threat, asylums were first built, and walls were
erected between the "insane" and the rest of
humanity.
Machine Habitus - Massimo Airoldi 2021-12-13
We commonly think of society as made of and by
humans, but with the proliferation of machine
learning and AI technologies, this is clearly no
longer the case. Billions of automated systems
tacitly contribute to the social construction of
reality by drawing algorithmic distinctions
between the visible and the invisible, the
relevant and the irrelevant, the likely and the
unlikely – on and beyond platforms. Drawing on
the work of Pierre Bourdieu, this book develops
an original sociology of algorithms as social
agents, actively participating in social life.
Through a wide range of examples, Massimo
Airoldi shows how society shapes algorithmic
governing-the-soul-the-shaping-of-the-private-self-paperback

code, and how this culture in the code guides the
practical behaviour of the code in the culture,
shaping society in turn. The ‘machine habitus’ is
the generative mechanism at work throughout
myriads of feedback loops linking humans with
artificial social agents, in the context of digital
infrastructures and pre-digital social structures.
Machine Habitus will be of great interest to
students and scholars in sociology, media and
cultural studies, science and technology studies
and information technology, and to anyone
interested in the growing role of algorithms and
AI in our social and cultural life.
The Little Blue Book - George Lakoff 2012-06-26
Provides guidelines for United States Democrats
to connect moral values to important policies,
using practical tactics to guide political
discourse away from extreme positions.
Reinventing Democrats - Kenneth S. Baer 2000
A look at the new Democratic Party and how it
has evolved, describes the Democratic
Leadership Council, a group of officials that set
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out to change the philosophy of the party,
describing how they got Bill Clinton into the
White House.
Batman and Philosophy - Mark D. White
2009-05-04
Why doesn't Batman just kill the Joker and end
everyone's misery? Can we hold the Joker
morally responsible for his actions? Is Batman
better than Superman? If everyone followed
Batman's example, would Gotham be a better
place? What is the Tao of the Bat? Batman is one
of the most complex characters ever to appear in
comic books, graphic novels, and on the big
screen. What philosophical trials does this
superhero confront in order to keep Gotham
safe? Combing through seventy years of comic
books, television shows, and movies, Batman and
Philosophy explores how the Dark Knight
grapples with ethical conundrums, moral
responsibility, his identity crisis, the moral
weight he carries to avenge his murdered
parents, and much more. How does this caped
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crusader measure up against the teachings of
Plato, Aristotle, Kant, Kierkegaard, and Lao Tzu?
Humanitarian Reason - Didier Fassin 2012
Studies primarily France with shorter sections
on South Africa, Venezuela, and Palestine.
The Psychological Complex - Nikolas S. Rose
1985
Good,No Highlights,No Markup,all pages are
intact, Slight Shelfwear,may have the corners
slightly dented, may have slight color
changes/slightly damaged spine.
The Empire of the Self - Christopher Star
2012-12-01
He demonstrates a significant point of contact
between two writers generally thought to be
antagonists—the idea that imperial speech
structures reveal the self.
The China Challenge: Shaping the Choices of a
Rising Power - Thomas J. Christensen
2015-06-08
“A standout . . . a balanced, informative, and
highly intelligent guide to dealing with
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China.”—Fareed Zakaria Many see China as a
rival superpower to the United States and
imagine the country’s rise to be a threat to U.S.
leadership in Asia and beyond. Thomas J.
Christensen argues against this zero-sum vision.
Instead, he describes a new paradigm in which
the real challenge lies in dissuading China from
regional aggression while encouraging the
country to contribute to the global order.
Drawing on decades of scholarship and
experience as a senior diplomat, Christensen
offers a compelling new assessment of U.S.China relations that is essential reading for
anyone interested in the future of the globalized
world. The China Challenge shows why China is
nowhere near powerful enough to be considered
a global “peer competitor” of the United States,
but it is already strong enough to destabilize
East Asia and to influence economic and political
affairs worldwide. Despite China’s impressive
achievements, the Chinese Communist Party
faces enormous challenges. Christensen shows
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how nationalism and the threat of domestic
instability influence the party’s decisions on
issues like maritime sovereignty disputes, global
financial management, control of the Internet,
climate change, and policies toward Taiwan and
Hong Kong. China benefits enormously from the
current global order and has no intention of
overthrowing it; but that is not enough. China’s
active cooperation is essential to global
governance. Never before has a developing
country like China been asked to contribute so
much to ensure international stability. If China
obstructs international efforts to confront
nuclear proliferation, civil conflicts, financial
instability, and climate change, those efforts will
falter, but even if China merely declines to
support such efforts, the problems will grow
vastly more complicated. Analyzing U.S.-China
policy since the end of the Cold War,
Christensen articulates a balanced strategic
approach that explains why we should aim not to
block China’s rise but rather to help shape its
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choices so as to deter regional aggression and
encourage China’s active participation in
international initiatives that benefit both
nations.
Shaping the Future - Horst Hutter 2006
Shaping the Future maps out the ascetic
practices of a Neitzschean way of life. Hutter
argues that Nietzsche's doctrines are attempts
and 'temptations' that aim to provoke his freespirited readers into changing themselves by
putting philosophy into practice in their lives.
Powers of Freedom - Nikolas Rose 1999-05-13
Powers of Freedom, first published in 1999,
offers a compelling approach to the analysis of
political power which extends Foucault's
hypotheses on governmentality in challenging
ways. Nikolas Rose sets out the key
characteristics of this approach to political
power and analyses the government of conduct.
He analyses the role of expertise, the politics of
numbers, technologies of economic management
and the political uses of space. He illuminates
governing-the-soul-the-shaping-of-the-private-self-paperback

the relation of this approach to contemporary
theories of 'risk society' and 'the sociology of
governance'. He argues that freedom is not the
opposite of government but one of its key
inventions and most significant resources. He
also seeks some rapprochement between
analyses of government and the concerns of
critical sociology, cultural studies and Marxism,
to establish a basis for the critique of power and
its exercise. The book will be of interest to
students and scholars in political theory,
sociology, social policy and cultural studies.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution - Klaus Schwab
2017-01-03
World-renowned economist Klaus Schwab,
Founder and Executive Chairman of the World
Economic Forum, explains that we have an
opportunity to shape the fourth industrial revolution, which will fundamentally alter how we live
and work. Schwab argues that this revolution is
different in scale, scope and complexity from any
that have come before. Characterized by a range
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of new technologies that are fusing the physical,
digital and biological worlds, the developments
are affecting all disciplines, economies,
industries and governments, and even
challenging ideas about what it means to be
human. Artificial intelligence is already all
around us, from supercomputers, drones and
virtual assistants to 3D printing, DNA
sequencing, smart thermostats, wearable
sensors and microchips smaller than a grain of
sand. But this is just the beginning:
nanomaterials 200 times stronger than steel and
a million times thinner than a strand of hair and
the first transplant of a 3D printed liver are
already in development. Imagine “smart
factories” in which global systems of manufacturing are coordinated virtually, or
implantable mobile phones made of biosynthetic
materials. The fourth industrial revolution, says
Schwab, is more significant, and its
ramifications more profound, than in any prior
period of human history. He outlines the key
governing-the-soul-the-shaping-of-the-private-self-paperback

technologies driving this revolution and
discusses the major impacts expected on
government, business, civil society and individuals. Schwab also offers bold ideas on how to
harness these changes and shape a better
future—one in which technology empowers
people rather than replaces them; progress
serves society rather than disrupts it; and in
which innovators respect moral and ethical
boundaries rather than cross them. We all have
the opportunity to contribute to developing new
frameworks that advance progress.
Governing Bodies - Rachel Louise Moran
2018-04-17
Americans are generally apprehensive about
what they perceive as big
government—especially when it comes to
measures that target their bodies. Soda taxes,
trans fat bans, and calorie counts on menus have
all proven deeply controversial. Such
interventions, Rachel Louise Moran argues, are
merely the latest in a long, albeit often quiet,
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history of policy motivated by economic,
military, and familial concerns. In Governing
Bodies, Moran traces the tension between the
intimate terrain of the individual citizen's body
and the public ways in which the federal
government has sought to shape the American
physique over the course of the twentieth
century. Distinguishing her subject from more
explicit and aggressive government intrusion
into the areas of sexuality and reproduction,
Moran offers the concept of the "advisory
state"—the use of government research,
publicity, and advocacy aimed at achieving
citizen support and voluntary participation to
realize social goals. Instituted through outside
agencies and glossy pamphlets as well as
legislation, the advisory state is government out
of sight yet intimately present in the lives of
citizens. The activities of such groups as the
Civilian Conservation Corps, the Children's
Bureau, the President's Council on Physical
Fitness, and the Special Supplemental Nutrition
governing-the-soul-the-shaping-of-the-private-self-paperback

Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC)
implement federal body projects in subtle ways
that serve to mask governmental interference in
personal decisions about diet and exercise. From
advice-giving to height-weight standards to
mandatory nutrition education, these tactics not
only empower and conceal the advisory state but
also maintain the illusion of public and private
boundaries, even as they become blurred in
practice. Weaving together histories of the body,
public policy, and social welfare, Moran analyzes
a series of discrete episodes to chronicle the
federal government's efforts to shape the
physique of its citizenry. Governing Bodies sheds
light on our present anxieties over the proper
boundaries of state power.
Inventing Our Selves - Nikolas Rose
1998-12-28
Inventing Our Selves radically approaches the
regime of the self and the values that animate it.
Heroes - Franco "Bifo" Berardi 2015-02-03
What is the relationship between capitalism and
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mental health? In his most unsettling book to
date, Franco “Bifo” Berardi embarks on an
exhilarating journey through philosophy,
psychoanalysis and current events, searching for
the social roots of the mental malaise of our age.
Spanning an array of horrors – the Aurora
“Joker” killer; Anders Breivik; American school
massacres; the suicide epidemic in Korea and
Japan; and the recent spate of “austerity”
suicides in Europe – Heroes dares to explore the
darkest shadow cast by the contemporary
obsession with relentless competition and hyperconnectivity. In a volume that crowns four
decades of radical intellectual work, Berardi
develops the psychoanalytical insights of his
friend Félix Guattari and proposes dystopian
irony as a strategy to disentangle ourselves from
the deadly embrace of absolute capitalism.
Work, Subjectivity and Learning - Stephen
Billett 2007-06-03
This book focuses on relations among
subjectivity, work and learning that represent a
governing-the-soul-the-shaping-of-the-private-self-paperback

point of convergence for diverse disciplinary
traditions and practices. There are contributions
from leading scholars in the field. They provide
emerging perspectives that are elaborating the
complex relations among subjectivity, work and
learning, and circumstances in which they are
played out.
The Modern State - Christopher Pierson
2004-07-31
The modern state is hugely important in our
everyday lives. It takes nearly half our income in
taxes. It registers our births, marriages and
deaths. It educates our children and pays our
pensions. It has a unique power to compel, in
some cases exercising the ultimate sanction of
preserving life or ordering death. Yet most of us
would struggle to say exactly what the state is.
The Modern State offers a clear, comprehensive
and provoking introduction to one of the most
important phenomena of contemporary life.
Topics covered include: * the nation state and its
historical context * state and economy * state
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and societies * state and citizens * international
relations * the future of the state
God Save Texas - Lawrence Wright 2018-04-17
A New York Times Notable Book National Book
Critics Circle Award Finalist An NPR Best Book
of the Year God Save Texas is a journey through
the most controversial state in America. It is a
red state, but the cities are blue and among the
most diverse in the nation. Oil is still king, but
Texas now leads California in technology
exports. Low taxes and minimal regulation have
produced extraordinary growth, but also striking
income disparities. Texas looks a lot like the
America that Donald Trump wants to create.
Bringing together the historical and the
contemporary, the political and the personal,
Texas native Lawrence Wright gives us a
colorful, wide-ranging portrait of a state that not
only reflects our country as it is, but as it may
become—and shows how the battle for Texas’s
soul encompasses us all.
Identity - Francis Fukuyama 2018-09-11
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The New York Times bestselling author of The
Origins of Political Order offers a provocative
examination of modern identity politics: its
origins, its effects, and what it means for
domestic and international affairs of state In
2014, Francis Fukuyama wrote that American
institutions were in decay, as the state was
progressively captured by powerful interest
groups. Two years later, his predictions were
borne out by the rise to power of a series of
political outsiders whose economic nationalism
and authoritarian tendencies threatened to
destabilize the entire international order. These
populist nationalists seek direct charismatic
connection to “the people,” who are usually
defined in narrow identity terms that offer an
irresistible call to an in-group and exclude large
parts of the population as a whole. Demand for
recognition of one’s identity is a master concept
that unifies much of what is going on in world
politics today. The universal recognition on
which liberal democracy is based has been
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increasingly challenged by narrower forms of
recognition based on nation, religion, sect, race,
ethnicity, or gender, which have resulted in antiimmigrant populism, the upsurge of politicized
Islam, the fractious “identity liberalism” of
college campuses, and the emergence of white
nationalism. Populist nationalism, said to be
rooted in economic motivation, actually springs
from the demand for recognition and therefore
cannot simply be satisfied by economic means.
The demand for identity cannot be transcended;
we must begin to shape identity in a way that
supports rather than undermines democracy.
Identity is an urgent and necessary book—a
sharp warning that unless we forge a universal
understanding of human dignity, we will doom
ourselves to continuing conflict.
The Rise and Fall of Soul and Self - Raymond
Martin 2006
Raymond Martin and John Barresi trace the
development of Western ideas about personal
identity and reveal the larger intellectual trends,
governing-the-soul-the-shaping-of-the-private-self-paperback

controversies, and ideas that have revolutionized
the way we think about ourselves. They begin
with ancient Greece, where the ideas of Plato,
Aristotle, and the materialistic atomists laid the
groundwork for future theories. They then
discuss the ideas of the church fathers and
medieval and Renaissance philosophers,
including St. Paul, Origen, Augustine, Aquinas,
and Montaigne. In their coverage of the
emergence of a new mechanistic conception of
nature in the seventeenth century, Martin and
Barresi note a shift away from religious and
purely philosophical notions of self and personal
identity to more scientific and social
conceptions, a trend that has continued to the
present day. They explore modern philosophy
and psychology, including the origins of different
traditions within each discipline, and explain the
theoretical relevance of both feminism and
gender and ethnic studies and also the ways that
Derrida and other recent thinkers have
challenged the very idea that a unified self or
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personal identity even exists.
Windows Into the Soul - Gary T. Marx
2016-05-31
In Windows into the Soul, Gary T. Marx sums up
a lifetime of work on issues of surveillance and
social control by disentangling and parsing the
empirical richness of watching and being
watched. Ultimately, Marx argues, recognizing
complexity and asking the right questions is
essential to bringing light and accountability to
the darker, more iniquitous corners of our
emerging surveillance society.
The Politics of Life Itself - Nikolas Rose
2009-02-09
For centuries, medicine aimed to treat
abnormalities. But today normality itself is open
to medical modification. Equipped with a new
molecular understanding of bodies and minds,
and new techniques for manipulating basic life
processes at the level of molecules, cells, and
genes, medicine now seeks to manage human
vital processes. The Politics of Life Itself offers a
governing-the-soul-the-shaping-of-the-private-self-paperback

much-needed examination of recent
developments in the life sciences and
biomedicine that have led to the widespread
politicization of medicine, human life, and
biotechnology. Avoiding the hype of popular
science and the pessimism of most social
science, Nikolas Rose analyzes contemporary
molecular biopolitics, examining developments
in genomics, neuroscience, pharmacology, and
psychopharmacology and the ways they have
affected racial politics, crime control, and
psychiatry. Rose analyzes the transformation of
biomedicine from the practice of healing to the
government of life; the new emphasis on treating
disease susceptibilities rather than disease; the
shift in our understanding of the patient; the
emergence of new forms of medical activism; the
rise of biocapital; and the mutations in biopower.
He concludes that these developments have
profound consequences for who we think we are,
and who we want to be.
Making Climate Policy Work - Danny Cullenward
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2020-10-07
For decades, the world’s governments have
struggled to move from talk to action on climate.
Many now hope that growing public concern will
lead to greater policy ambition, but the most
widely promoted strategy to address the climate
crisis – the use of market-based programs –
hasn’t been working and isn’t ready to scale.
Danny Cullenward and David Victor show how
the politics of creating and maintaining marketbased policies render them ineffective nearly
everywhere they have been applied. Reforms can
help around the margins, but markets’ problems
are structural and won’t disappear with
increasing demand for climate solutions. Facing
that reality requires relying more heavily on
smart regulation and industrial policy –
government-led strategies – to catalyze the
transformation that markets promise, but rarely
deliver.
Discipline and Punish - Michel Foucault
2012-04-18
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In this brilliant work, the most influential
philosopher since Sartre suggests that such
vaunted reforms as the abolition of torture and
the emergence of the modern penitentiary have
merely shifted the focus of punishment from the
prisoner's body to his soul.
Secrets of the Soul - Eli Zaretsky 2005-08-09
The fledgling science of psychoanalysis
permanently altered the nineteenth-century
worldview with its remarkable new insights into
human behavior and motivation. It quickly
became a benchmark for modernity in the
twentieth century--though its durability in the
twenty-first may now be in doubt. More than a
hundred years after the publication of Freud’s
The Interpretation of Dreams, we’re no longer in
thrall, says cultural historian Eli Zaretsky, to the
“romance” of psychotherapy and the authority of
the analyst. Only now do we have enough
perspective to assess the successes and
shortcomings of psychoanalysis, from its lateVictorian Era beginnings to today’s age of
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psychopharmacology. In Secrets of the Soul,
Zaretsky charts the divergent schools in the
psychoanalytic community and how they
evolved–sometimes under pressure–from sexism
to feminism, from homophobia to acceptance of
diversity, from social control to personal
emancipation. From Freud to Zoloft, Zaretsky
tells the story of what may be the most intimate
science of all.
The Master Key System - Charles F. Haanel
2021-07-23
The Master Key System is a personal
development book by Charles F. Haanel that was
originally published as a 24-week
correspondence course. The ideas it describes
and explains come mostly from New Thought
philosophy. It was one of the main sources of
inspiration for Rhonda Byrne's film and book The
Secret. The book describes many beliefs such as
the law of attraction, creative visualization and
man's unity with God, and teaches the
importance of truth, harmonious thinking and
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the ability to concentrate.
Brain Culture - Jessica Pykett 2017-01-18
This unique book offers a timely analysis of the
effects of our rapidly growing knowledge about
the brain, mind, and behavior on public policy
and practice. Jessica Pykett examines the
interactions of developments in neuroscience,
education, architecture and design, and
workplace training, showing how the global
spread of neuroscientific understandings of
brain functioning has led to changes in--and
questions about--how we approach issues of
policy, governance, and the encouragement and
enforcement of particular behaviors.
Researchers and practitioners in both the social
and behavioral sciences, as well as policy
makers, will find its insights surprising and
valuable.
The Power of Psychiatry - Peter Miller (Ph. D.)
1986-01
The Second Media Age - Mark Poster
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2018-03-08
This book examines the implications of new
communication technologies in the light of the
most recent work in social and cultural theory
and argues that new developments in electronic
media, such as the Internet and Virtual Reality,
justify the designation of a "second media age".
Governing the Soul - Nikolas S. Rose 1990
Argues that political and social power has
invaded the interior self, as new techniques,
such as Psycho-theraputics, have been used to
shape and enhance thoughts and actions
Governing the Soul - Nikolas S. Rose 1989
Democracy and Education - John Dewey 1916
John Dewey's Democracy and Education: An
Introduction to the Philosophy of Education
seeks to both critique and further the
educational philosophies espoused by both
Rousseau and Plato. Dewey found that
Rousseau's ideas overemphasized the individual,
whereas Plato's did the same with the society
governing-the-soul-the-shaping-of-the-private-self-paperback

that the individual lived in. Dewey felt this
distinction to be a false one, seeing the
formation of our minds as a communal process,
like Vygotsky did ...
Culture Making - Andy Crouch 2013-10-24
The only way to change culture is to create
culture. Andy Crouch unleashes a stirring
manifesto calling Christians to be culture
makers. He unpacks the complexities of how
culture works and gives us tools for cultivating
and creating culture in partnership with God's
own making and transforming of culture.
Self-Help, Inc. - Micki McGee 2005-09-08
Why doesn't self-help help? Micki McGee
explores the demand for self-help & what it tells
us about ourselves.
Anthem - Ayn Rand 1946
In a future world, only one man dares to think,
strive, and love as an individual in the midst of a
paralyzing collective humanity.
The Crowd - Gustave Le Bon 1897
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Politics of Nature - Centre de Sociologie de
L'Innovation Bruno Latour 2004-04-30
What is to be done with politicl ecology? Qhy
political ecology has to let go of nature; How to
bring the collective together; A new separation
of power; Skills for the collective; Exploring
common worlds; What is to be done? political
ecology.
Governing the Present - Nikolas Rose
2013-04-30
The literature on governmentality has had a
major impact across the social sciences over the
past decade, and much of this has drawn upon
the pioneering work by Peter Miller and Nikolas
Rose. This volume will bring together key papers
from their work for the first time, including
those that set out the basic frameworks,
concepts and ethos of this approach to the
analysis of political power and the state, and
others that analyse specific domains of the
conduct of conduct, from marketing to
accountancy, and from the psychological
governing-the-soul-the-shaping-of-the-private-self-paperback

management of organizations to the government
of economic life. Bringing together empirical
papers on the government of economic, social
and personal life, the volume demonstrates
clearly the importance of analysing these as
conjoint phenomena rather than separate
domains, and questions some cherished
boundaries between disciplines and topic areas.
Linking programmes and strategies for the
administration of these different domains with
the formation of subjectivities and the
transformation of ethics, the papers cast a new
light on some of the leading issues in
contemporary social science modernity,
democracy, reflexivity and individualisation. This
volume will be indispensable for all those, from
whatever discipline in the social sciences, who
have an interest in the concepts and methods
necessary for critical empirical analysis of power
relations in our present.
The Embodied Soul in Plato's Later Thought
- Chad Jorgenson 2018-04-05
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Positively re-assesses the relationship between
body and soul in Plato's later dialogues, focusing
on the harmony between them.
Body and Soul in Hellenistic Philosophy Brad Inwood 2020-05-31
Philosophers and doctors from the period
immediately after Aristotle down to the second
century CE were particularly focussed on the
close relationships of soul and body; such
relationships are particularly intimate when the
soul is understood to be a material entity, as it
was by Epicureans and Stoics; but even
Aristotelians and Platonists shared the
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conviction that body and soul interact in ways
that affect the well-being of the living human
being. These philosophers were interested in the
nature of the soul, its structure, and its powers.
They were also interested in the place of the soul
within a general account of the world. This leads
to important questions about the proper
methods by which we should investigate the
nature of the soul and the appropriate
relationships among natural philosophy,
medicine, and psychology. This volume, part of
the Symposium Hellenisticum series, features
ten scholars addressing different aspects of this
topic.
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